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From the

Principal

The last couple of weeks have been challenging for the whole
community with COVID impacting the school significantly for the first
time in the pandemic.
The actual numbers of student positive
cases has been under 15% of the school
population and a significant amount of
those haven’t been infectious while on
site. The effects of being a close contact
or students in vulnerable homes has
meant that the attendance rate was down
to around 50% last week.
Staff have been impacted with the same
issues meaning that 20 – 25% have been
away over the past two weeks.
Thank you to all our parents and carers
who have been vigilant in keeping
students with symptoms home and
undertaking test in a timely manner so
that we haven’t had a worse outbreak.
Thank you also to the staff who have been
flexible at short notice when we have had
to combine classes and teach alternative
units of work. Kirsty Rogers has worked
exceptionally hard in ensuring classes
are adequately staffed and alternative
timetables are in place.

Generally you will see from this newsletter
that the school is operating normally with
Year 7 & 8 Big Days Out at Arbury Park
and reports from the Humanities, Food
& Hospitality, Agriculture and Japanese
faculties.

Facilities
Demolition and building works for our
new accessible toilet will start next
Monday 11 April. Initially this will mean that
the horseshoe driveway and access to
the back of the school won’t be available
to any vehicles until into Term 2. Please
ensure that you drop off children at the
gym carpark so they don’t get mixed up
with trucks in the building site.
Kind regards

Bruce Oerman
Principal

Oakbank School

154 Onkaparinga Valley Road, OAKBANK SA 5243
c (08) 8398 7200 m dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au
w oakbankas.sa.edu.au F facebook.com/oakbankas
oakbank.daymap.net/daymap

oakbank.daymap.net/daymapconnect
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Upcoming Events
April
W10

WED

06

Yr 6 Information Night
6.30pm (see inside)

Holidays

May
W11

THU

14
FRI

15

Last Day of Term
2.15 Dismissal

W01

Public Holiday
Good Friday

MON

02

First Day of Term 2

Primary Years
Middle Years
Senior Years
At Oakbank School, we believe
that Reception to Year 12 students
achieve their personal best in a family
atmosphere of care, support and respect.

Principal’s Tours

Join our Principal, Mr Bruce Oerman,
for one of our personalised school tours to
discover more. Bookings essential.

To book, visit eventbrite.com,
search for Oakbank School and
select your preferred dates.

oakbankas.sa.edu.au 8398 7200
154 Onkaparinga Valley Rd, Oakbank SA 5034
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Team Building
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Yr 7 & 8 Big Days Out
On Monday March 21 and Tuesday March 22, Year 7 and then Year 8
student cohorts attended a “Big Day Out” to Arbury Park.
Due to restrictions this term we were
unable to hold our usual 7/8 camps, so
the alternative was for students to get to
know each other through a day of team
building and environmental conservation
activities related to their learning. It also
allowed students to get to know their
Home Group teachers and support staff,
and will pave the way for a productive
and successful year of learning through
the development of positive relationships
between teachers and their students.
Students and teachers participated in
a range of activities such as catching
aquatic invertebrate life forms and then
observing them under a microscope.
In teams they also had to solve problems
using a range of team building activities
like crossing imaginary quick sand using
a bridge design they had to come up
with as a team. They also participated
in orienteering where they had to find
certain marker around the whole Arbury
Park and work in teams to collect all of
them within a timeframe.

ABOVE &
PREVIOUS PAGE:
Yr 7s & 8s problem solving
BELOW:
Yr 7 & 8s catching and
studying aquatic life
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All students enjoyed their day out and
hopefully made some new friends from
their year level along the way. A big thanks
to all the teachers, SSOs, parents and
students involved!
Kristen Bence
Middle School Leader

ABOVE:
Year 8s who enjoyed the day

BELOW:
Year 7s building friendships and
teamwork skills
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Year 6 Parent
Open Night
Includes Presentation and Tours

Wednesday 6th April 2022
6.30pm till 7.30pm

Growing Futures

Oakbank School Hall
154 Onkaparinga Valley Rd, Oakbank SA 5034

To book, visit eventbrite.com,
search for Oakbank School

oakbankas.sa.edu.au 8398 7200
dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au

School Payments
Thank you to all parents/caregivers who have paid the
2022 Materials & Services Charges or applied for Schoolcard.
For those who have yet to pay, please
note the following payment options:
•

Cash or card at the finance office

•

Phone payments via card

Schoolcard can be applied for
online at: sa.gov.au and search for
“schoolcard”. Please note you must
reapply each year.

•

Payments via the QKR! app
(please note, this app has
replaced Flexischools)

If you have any questions regarding
school finances and payments,
please contact me at the school.

If you would like to pay M&S Charges
by instalment, we require a signed
instalment agreement form, which
we can send to you. I am happy to
discuss your payment plan to suit your
needs.

Wendy Hayes | Business Manager
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Humanities
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7B Humanities
Archeology
7B have been exploring the role of archeologists and their search for
primary sources.
We completed cookie and muffin
excavations; the chocolate chips
represented the artefacts and the biscuit/
muffin the soil. We could only use two
toothpicks to evacuate our artefacts and
could not lift our “dig sites”. It was great
to see the different strategies students
tried for the various “types of soils”.

Sequencing Events and Timelines
We have been exploring the question ‘what makes a good timeline?’
and how to sequence events.
Students have been applying their
knowledge by playing the card game
‘The Game of Time’. Playing in teams,
students take turn reading an event to
the person on their left, and that person
needs to place the event on the correct
position on their timeline. The first
person to correctly sequence 5 events
wins!

Christina Challinger
Humanities Teacher
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Food &
Hospitality
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PREVIOUS PAGE:
Lemon myrtle
cheesecake

Bush Pepper Crusted
Kangaroo

Kangaroo Cacio e
Bush Pepper

Year 10 Food & Hospitality
The Year 10 Food and Hospitality class have just finished their unit on using
Indigenous ingredients in hospitality.
They investigated the uses of several
ingredients and the challenges of using
these in a hospitality setting. They planned
and prepared a meal including at least
one Indigenous ingredient which was
presented in Week 6. Here are some of
their dishes.
Alice Minchin

Wattleseed
Anzac Biscuits

Wattleseed brownies

Wattleseed
Cookies
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French decadent
dessert platters

Yr 11 Japanese platter
Lachlan,Tane, Dylan

Yr 12 Italian themed platter
(Ila, Mali, Oscar, Kyle)

Year 11 Food & Hospitality
The Year 11/12 F&H class have been extremely busy in the last few weeks,
given their challenge to produce a tasting platter authentically representing
a cultural cuisine found in Australia, cooked at an outdoor food festival.

Students initially took to the pavement
with some chalk, measuring out the
dimensions of a food stall, determining
the equipment for cooking, storage
and hygiene that would be required to
prepare, store, and serve great tasting,
appealing varieties of food.

RIGHT:
Yr 11 French dessert
(Jana, Mackenzie & Addelie)
Yr 11 Pita crisps and hummus
(Alex)

In groups, students produced their "Action
plans", identifying issues and justifying their
menu choices. This resulted in a rather
enormous shopping list, considering each
group had 3-4 food items to cook for
their platter!
Throughout week 8, students worked
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across lessons to pre-prepare, cook, and
safely store their food items. The resulting
platters demonstrated their ability to
research, select and organise as a team,
and utilise a range of cooking techniques
and recipes that had been rarely used
before. Students chose to produce:
Mediterranean mezze plate, French
themed savoury and dessert platters, Pita
crisps and hummus, Italian tapas platter,
and a Japanese sushi platter. I think you
will agree, they did a remarkable job!

Sarah Hill & Lisa Smith
Healthy Lifestyles Teachers

ABOVE:
Mediterranean Mezze
BELOW:
Behold our enormous
shopping list!
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Agriculture
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Farm Happenings
Thank you to our students, families and community for your valued
support that is shaping our Agriculture space into a high quality learning
environment.
•

Bec Flavell and family, Jodi & Ryan
Partridge and family, Scott & Kerri
Muster and family for coming in and
making a working bee on very short
notice very productive!

•

Flavell's and Muster's for driving and
supporting our students to be able
to participate in the selection of our
show steers.

•

•

•

Daniel Kemp, Darryl Langbein, Mel
Hughes and Jodi Partridge for driving
and supporting our students to be
able to participate in the selection of
our show Merino wethers.
Keith and Judy Paech, Lucernbrae
Proprietors - thankyou for your
amazing support with five point of
lamb stud Merino ewes to allow
Oakbank the opportunity to begin our
own breeding program - Exciting!
Darren Koopman and family for our
Murray Grey steer (Sherlock)

•

Jonathon Spencer, Spencer Show
Teams for our Limousin steer
(Spencer) and generous donation
of your time to talk to our students
and begin the show preparation of
Spencer.

•

Tim and Henry Cartledge, Lancaster
Black Simmentals (Sizzle)

•

Balco Australia, for the very generous
donation of the hay for our show
teams this year.

•

Kym Hunter and family for supporting
our show teams with straw.

•

Matt Donoghue, Donoghue Farms
for all your driving around collecting
the hay and straw for us!

Term 1 has been very successful because
of our amazing community so thankyou
very much!!!
Melanie Welsh
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ABOVE:
All year 7's have designed, planned and
planted their vegetable gardens for
science, we eagerly await for the first
harvest next term and students taking
produce home to cook some healthy and
super yummy dinners!!

COVER:
Mareema sheep dogs - keeping our
chikens safe - and getting plenty of
attention in the meantime!
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Mentoring
Opportunities
Oakbank School is looking for adult
volunteers to support our students through
a school-based mentoring program.
To do this we need a group of committed adults who can
be available for one hour a week during the school day.
We are looking for adults who are comfortable working
one-on-one with a student in a group setting, helping
them with organisation, developing skills through projectbased learning, and being a positive adult role model.
If you think you would be a great fit, or would just like
more information on mentoring and requirements, please

Growing Futures

email Ryan Matulick at
ryan.matulick592@schools.sa.edu.au.

oakbankas.sa.edu.au 8398 7200
dl.0762.info@schools.sa.edu.au

Join us for

Breakfast
Club!
8:20am - 8:40am
Monday to Thursday!
Come join us for a
free breakfast on the
Mattner verandah
Its the perfect way to kick off
your day with some hot toast,
cereal, fruit or a milo.
OAKBANK SCHOOL 8398 7200
154 Onkaparinga Valley Rd, Oakbank SA 5034
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Languages
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Japanese Word of the Week Challenge

Rec - Year 9 classes are competing in a Japanese Word of the Week

R-9 classes
classes are
are competing
competing in
in aa Japanese
Japanese Word
Word of
of the
the Week
Week Challenge.
Challenge. The
The challenge
challenge involves
involves
R-9
Challenge.
The
challenge
involves
students,
and
staff too,
using the
Japanese
students, and
staff too,
too, using
the Japanese
Japanese word
word in
in context
context as
as much
much as
as possible
possible in
in all
all of
of their
their lessons
lessons
students,
staff
the
word
in and
context
asusing
much
as
possible
in
all
of their
lessons
(not only
only
Japanese
lessons).
Each use
useEach
of the
the word
word
recorded
on their
their
class poster.
poster.
The
classclass
with
(not
Japanese
lessons).
Each
of
isis recorded
on
class
The
class
with
(not
only
Japanese
lessons).
use of
the word
is recorded
on
their
the
most
tally
marks
wins
the
title
and
glory!
the
most tally
thethe
title most
and glory!
poster.
Themarks
classwins
with
tally marks wins the title and glory!
We would
would like
like to
to extend
extend this
this challenge
challenge to
to families.
families. Why
Why not
not ask
ask your
your child/ren
child/ren to
to teach
teach you
you the
the
We
We
would
like
to
extend
this
challenge
to
families.
Why
not
ask
your
child/ren
to
teach
you
Japanese
Word
of
the
Week
and
see
which
family
member
can
use
it
the
most?
Japanese Word of the Week and see which family member can use it the most?
the Japanese Word of the Week and see which family member can use it the most? Our
Our words
words
of the
the week
week
are:
Our
of
words
of the
week
are:are:
Week
Word
Week
Word
みず (mizu)
(mizu)
99
みず
10
10
11
11

water
water

あぶない (abunai)
(abunai)
あぶない

Meaning
Meaning

dangerous
dangerous

やすみ (yasumi)
(yasumi)
やすみ

Holiday/break
Holiday/break

Thechallenge
challengeisisoff
agreat
great
start.Congratulations
Congratulations
to
winners:
The
toto
start.
to the
thethe
winners:
The
challenge
is offoff
to
aa great
start.
Congratulations
to
winners:

Week
Week
6-7
6-7
88

Word
Word
こんにちは
こんにちは
(konnichiwa)
(konnichiwa)

Meaning
Meaning
Good afternoon
afternoon
Good

わ (wa)
(wa)
わ

harmony
harmony

Winner
Winner
7A
7A
4/5 and
and 7B
7B
4/5

がんばってください! (ganbattekudasai!(ganbattekudasai!- try
try your
your best!)
best!)
がんばってください!
LEFT & RIGHT & OVER
Japanese Name Art

Japanese Name
Name Art
Art
Japanese

Year 4-8
4-8 students
students have
have been
been learning
learning to
to write
write their
their name
name in
in the
the Japanese
Japanese script
script Katakana
Katakana (for
(for
Year
borrowed words).
words). Students
Students were
were challenged
challenged to
to write
write their
their name
name outside
outside creatively
creatively as
as possible.
possible.
borrowed
Students
were
provided
with
chalk
and
could
use
other
materials
they
found
outside.
Some
students
Students were provided with chalk and could use other materials they found outside. Some students
wrote their
their name
name with
with mud,
mud, in
in dirt
dirt and
and even
even with
with water!
water! Here
Here are
are some
some of
of their
theirnames.
names. Can
Can you
you
wrote
spot
your
name?
spot your name?
(INSERT JAPANESE
JAPANESE NAME
NAME ART
ART PHOTOS
PHOTOS HERE>
HERE>
(INSERT
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Japanese Name Art
Year 4-8 students have been learning to write their name in the Japanese
script Katakana (for borrowed words). Students were challenged to write their
name outside creatively as possible.
Students were provided with chalk and
could use other materials they found
outside. Some students wrote their
name with mud, in dirt and even with
water! Here are some of their names.
Can you spot your name?

Christina Challinger
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Harmony Day

Middle School Harmony Day!
On Friday, March 25, middle school students planned and created
decorations that celebrated their feelings about harmony with words such as
“understanding” and “connection”.
The students and staff were also dazzling
in their bright orange costumes across
the middle school. One student showed
up in an entire outfit of orange, and Ms.
Challinger’s array of orange scarves made
the year 7s feel like superheroes!
Special thanks to the students who
planned the Harmony Day celebrations
as a way to show our commitment to
inclusivity.
Emily Playford & Kristen Bence
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Wellbeing

From our
Pastoral Care Worker
Ryan Matulick
G'day Oakbank! It may seem strange to talk about
'rest' so close to the start of the year, but I think that
the past few years have had such an accumulative
impact on our wellbeing that it needs to be brought
up sooner rather than later.
As we approach what is fast becoming
another season of at-home learning and
close contact isolation (but I sure do
hope it doesn't get to that!) it's important
to remember that we are all going to
be under an increased level of stress, so
please be kind to yourself and others.
In times of high stress, impending
deadlines and chronic busyness, even
the thought of taking a break seems
absurd.
I know that when I am feeling stressed,
the last thing on my mind is to take a
step back and relax, and I'm going to
make the claim that I'm not the only one
that feels that way.
We all know that rest is good for us,
you don't need me to tell you that, so I
suggest over the coming weeks that you
plan a break into your day, and make it a
priority.

This could be a few intentional moments
of cloud watching, a half-hour coffee
sip, or a torchlit night hike. Find what
works for you and most importantly, give
yourself permission to do it.
If you're feeling a bit stuck on what to try,
I hope that you'll find some inspiration
in the image on the previous page. The
most important thing to take from all of
this is that it's okay to take breaks, and it's
okay to let people know that you might
need one.
Take care,
Ryan Matulick
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Online safety for
parents and carers
As parents and carers you know your child better than
anyone and have the best opportunity to support and guide
them to have safer online experiences. This guide covers
some of the key online safety issues for young people and
includes a range of practical tips and advice on what to do if
things go wrong. You can also find a list of important
services that can offer extra support.

eSafety.gov.au/parents

Time online
Help your child achieve a healthy balance
in their online and offline activities.
How much is too much?
There is no magic figure. The right amount of screen time
can depend on a range of factors like your child’s age and
maturity, the kind of content they are consuming, their
learning needs and your family routine.
It can be easy to focus only on the clock, but the quality and
nature of what they are doing online, and your involvement,
are just as important.

Signs to watch for:
less interest in social activities like meeting friends or
playing sport
not doing so well at school
tiredness, sleep disturbance, headaches, eye strain
changes in eating patterns
reduced personal hygiene
obsession with particular websites or games
extreme anger when being asked to take a break from
online activity
appearing anxious or irritable when away from the
computer
becoming withdrawn from friends and family.











Reducing your own screen time sets a
positive example.

5 tips
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to keep your family safe online

Parents and carers can use a combination of strategies to help young people build
their digital technology skills and have safer experiences online.

1. Start the chat
Get into the habit of talking about online safety as a family, so your child feels comfortable
coming to you if they ever need help working out an issue. It’s never too early to introduce good
online habits such as respect, empathy, critical thinking, responsible behaviour and resilience. As
your child grows older, eSafety’s advice about hard to have conversations will help with some of
the tricky topics like sending nudes, online pornography and contact from sexual predators.

2. Create a family technology agreement
Creating a Family Technology Agreement can help you and your kids decide together when and
how digital technology will be used at home. As a family, brainstorm easy-to-follow rules and
display them where everyone will see them. Your agreement could cover things like: time limits,
apps your kids are allowed to use and online behaviour. Families with younger children can
download a template to guide the conversation.

3. Set up parental controls
Parental controls let you monitor and limit what your child sees and does online. It’s best to use
them in combination with the other online safety strategies listed here. Taming the technology
can help you understand your options. Grab a device and get started with our guides to setting
up parental controls on devices and accounts or in social media, games and apps.

4. Choose games and other apps carefully
Use eSafety’s App checklist for parents to think about the positives and negatives when your
child asks to download a new game or other app. The checklist covers things like age ratings,
managing privacy settings and reporting abuse in-app. You can also use The eSafety guide to
check and set up safety features with your child.

5. Use digital technology together

1

esafety.gov.au
esafety.gov.au

Published 05/2021

Exploring or playing on devices or online with your child can be a positive experience that
promotes learning and development. Ask questions, be curious and get involved. To learn more,
read our blogpost How to encourage good screen practices for your child.
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is back!
5 - 12 year olds
Starts: Sunday 1 May 2022 for 10 Weeks
10.00am - 11.00am
Balhannah Oval
Auskick registration is $100 for the length of the program per participant, however,
you can utilise the $100 Sports Voucher and participate in an Auskick program
for FREE using your Medicare number in the voucher section. Your child’s unique
Medicare care number makes up the 11th digit.
Rob Tanner - Auskick Coordinator
0407 712 093
auskick@onkas.com.au

TO REGISTER VISIT:
https://www.playhq.com/afl/register/c3626d
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Are you
connected
Daymap Connect – Logging On
to Daymap?
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Daymap Connect is our Parent Portal

Daymap Connect

https://oakbank.daymap.net/daymapconnect
It allows parents to securely message teachers,
Daymap Connect is our Parent Portal and
with messaging,
see student
seeprovided
studentparents
assignments
and attendance,access
assignments and attendance and school
information.
Students
use
Daymap
(Learning)
a
the school calendar, book interviews and on
more...
different address.

Access Daymap Connect via a Website

<
<

Visit

https://oakbank.daymap.net/daymapconnect

Visit

http://www.oakbankas.sa.edu.au
The link is also available via our website. Select the Links & Resources
Menu. This Learning Resources page contains guides and links to other
online resources and guides. Select Daymap (Parents)

Daymap Mobile App
The Daymap App is useful for using Daymap on a mobile Device. It allows easy messaging and
access to student information. The web version gives greater functionality.

j

P

Install

To set up the Daymap Mobile App, visit the web version (see above)
and click on the
menu at the top, select Download App and you
will be taken to your device’s store. You may need to repeat this
process if you are not prompted to login when the app downloads.

Sign In
Each parent has their own Daymap Connect username (or Parent ID). This is usually the first four
letters of your surname and two numbers eg Robin Bland’s username may be BLAN01.
You can receive your Username and set a password by:

Ã Receiving an email or SMS invitation from the school

New parents may receive an email which has your Username (Parent ID) and a link to set a
password. The school can also resend this link if you contact us either by phone or email.
Once you have set your password you can log on to DaymapConnect with these details.

<

DaymapConnect Self-service Password Reset

You can request new account details / password reset by visiting the DaymapConnect
(Parents) website and selecting the Forgot your password? link. When prompted, enter the
email address registered with the school at enrolment and the Student ID of one of your
children (your child should be able to provide this).
Once details have been entered, click on Reset password. An email invitation with your
Username (Parent ID) and a link to set a password will be sent to your registered email.

Parents & Caregivers
oakbank.daymap.net/daymapconnect
oakbankas.sa.edu.au 8398 7200
dl.0762.icthelp@schools.sa.edu.au

oakbankas.sa.edu.au/guides

8398 7200

dl.0762.icthelp@schools.sa.edu.au

